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Owner-occupied residential (OOR) real
estate is the predominant and most
overlooked subsector in real estate
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OOR offers the lowest volatility and one of
the best risk-adjusted returns among core
real estate sectors
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Adding OOR exposure is an easy and
powerful way to improve the risk-adjusted
return of real estate portfolios

4

Unison home equity agreements are a
capital efficient way of investing in a
geographically diversified portfolio of
owner-occupied real estate
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Introduction
Owner-occupied residential (OOR) real estate is a
foundational investment asset that is woefully missing
from institutional portfolios despite its size and stability.
OOR constitutes over three-quarters of the residential
sector, which is itself the largest component within the
real estate asset class1.
In addition, OOR offers the lowest volatility and one of the
highest risk-adjusted returns compared to the core real
estate sectors of office, retail, industrial, and apartments.
The many benefits of adding OOR allocation to a real
estate portfolio are detailed below.

Owner-occupied
residential is the
largest sector in
real estate.

Figure 1: Market capitalization of real estate sectors in the US
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Risk-Adjusted Returns
From 1994 to 2019, the four core property sectors
exhibited very similar risk profiles, with annual volatility
clustering around 20%2. OOR’s volatility is much lower
for the same period, at 6.1%3.

On a risk-adjusted basis, OOR’s return/risk ratio of
0.68 is the second highest in the group, trailing
only apartments.

Figure 2: Risk adjusted return for US real estate sectors between 1994-2019
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Risk-Adjusted Returns Continued
In addition to a commanding return/risk ratio, OOR
has relatively low correlations to other real estate
asset classes.

Figure 3: Correlations between US real estate sectors 1994-2019
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Portfolio Construction Benefits
As investors have had virtually no exposure to OOR
assets, hypothetical real estate portfolios (using equalweighted and value-weighted approaches) were
constructed to show the pro forma benefit of including
OOR4. OOR comprised 20% of the equal-weighted
portfolio and 74.5% of the value-weighted portfolio.

Per Figure 4, compared to a typical pension real estate
portfolio5, a value-weighted asset allocation approach
that includes OOR would have exhibited half the volatility
and a return/risk ratio that is higher by 0.14.

Figure 4: Risk-adjusted returns of portfolios with and without OOR real estate
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Portfolio Construction Benefits Continued

Figure 5: Portfolio weights with and without OOR real estate
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Unison Home Equity Agreements Provide
Efficient Access to OOR Real Estate
Until recently, OOR was not an investable asset class,
and residential exposure was largely obtained by
investing in multifamily and, more recently, single family
rentals. Thanks to the advent of home equity agreements,
investors can now access this core asset to truly achieve
full diversification. Unison is a vertically integrated real
estate investment management company that originates
and invests in thousands of home equity agreements in
dense, high-income metropolitan areas across the U.S.
The investments are capital efficient since an investment
of 10% of the value of the home obtains 40% of the future
appreciation of the home. They are also operationally
efficient since the homeowner takes care of the
property and pays for all expenses such as insurance,
real estate agent fees, maintenance and taxes. Since the
homes are owner-occupied, there is no vacancy risk.
These efficiencies are significant advantages over
rental portfolios.
Single-family OOR is a vast, low-volatility asset class that
deserves an allocation within institutional portfolios. By
overlooking OOR, institutional investors not only omit the
largest component of real estate from their portfolios,
but also expose themselves to higher portfolio volatility,
leading to suboptimal risk-adjusted returns. At the same
time, owner-occupied residential real estate is often
the largest component of an individual homeowner’s
portfolio. More often than not, the value of the home is
worth more than the net worth of the homeowner who
finances the purchase with a mortgage. Unison believes
that a market mechanism which allows homeowners to
transfer the risk and illiquidity of their homes to large
institutional investors in exchange for future appreciation
will improve the health of our overall economy and drive
significant positive social impact. First, the homeowner
is more resilient to negative shocks to the real estate
market and curtailments of income. Homeowners who
are under-saved for retirement or over-leveraged can
improve their quality of life by saving money, paying
down debt and mitigating the risk of dipping into
retirement savings. Second, the institutional investors
obtain better diversification and risk-adjusted returns.
Pensions, endowments and sovereign wealth funds are
able to invest in an asset which constitutes the largest
component of inflation. Finally, the social impact of
reducing negative externalities associated with high
household leverage, foreclosures, bankruptcy and
poverty benefits the entire economy.
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